INTERLOCK PALLET RACKING SYSTEM
The complete range of Pallet Racking Solutions

The SCHAEFER Group
Since its inception in 1937 by Mr. Fritz Schaefer, SSI SCHAEFER has
been one of the world's leading suppliers of a comprehensive range
of high-quality storage systems for warehouses, manufacturing plants
and commercial offices, and includes a whole range of systems and
containers for the waste-handling and recycling sector. Employing over
9,000 people in 50 offices, from 35 countries on 4 continents, SSI
SCHAEFER is the single largest manufacturer of industrial storage
systems.

Fritz Schafer GmbH, Germany

•

SCHAEFER IN ASIA

SSI SCHAEFER has operated in Asia for more than 25 years, and now
has 18 offices in 14 countries covering the Middle East, China, the
ASEAN region, and Australia. Beginning with the Interlock Pallet
Racking range in 1989, SSI SCHAEFER now produces an extensive
range of SSI SCHAEFER products in its state of the art manufacturing
plants situated in Malaysia and China.
•

Simpang Renggam Factory, Malaysia

ACCREDITATIONS

SSI SCHAEFER‘s Interlock Pallet Racking Systems have been
independently tested in both UK and Germany in accordance to FEM
10.02.02 Codes of Practice. The systems also obtained accreditations
of AS 1250, AS 1538, RMI, SEMA (Storage Equipment Manufacturers'
Association) codes and ISO 9001 compliance.
Today, Interlock Pallet Racking is widely accepted and firmly
established as the market leader in APAC.
•

SOLUTIONS THAT FIT

International presence, outstanding customer service, decades of
experience, and first-class teamwork, provide a one-stop shop
convenience and major benefits for its extensive client base when it
comes to cost effective solutions, project planning and implementation.
From a plastic container to sophisticated, cutting-edge automation
technology, SSI SCHAEFER is equipped to assist customers with
professional Solutions That Fit.
Kunshan Factory, Shanghai China

Interlock 600

Post available in 5 sizes:
- 90mm,
- 100mm
- 115mm
- 125mm
- 140mm
Central rib to strengthen from face
50mm slot pattern with tapered
connection for high fixitivity

4-Hook End Connector
Secure Safety Lock

Heavy duty base plate

2 Bolt fixing to enhance frame
weight loading

Selective Pallet Racking
Commonly known as adjustable pallet racking, this is the perhaps the
most popular and economical form of pallet racking providing safe 100%
selective storage up to 11m in height, fully utilizing valuable air space.
Interlock Pallet Racking can be designed to meet virtually any pallet size
or weight and can be used in conjunction with all types of lift trucks. A
wide range of accessories is available to accommodate non-standard
loads.

Exel Logistics, Thailand

Very Narrow Aisle (VNA) Pallet Racking - High Bay Storage
Interlock Pallet racking systems are designed to meet the new generation
of warehouses up to 15m high, designed around the operating tolerances
of VNA equipment with aisles marginally wider than the load. Such
structures must have a high level of rigidity and accurate manufacturing
tolerances. Interlock is designed to meet these requirements.

An increasingly wide range of equipment is now being marketed. The final
choice depends on a number of factors – size of installation,
throughput, order picking requirements, size and weight of loads, capital
available etc.
There are many options available. We
are in an excellent position to
offer unbiased opinions
based
on
our
considerable market
experience
and
knowledge of the
storage and material
handling industry.

ECCO, Thailand

Drive-In Drive-Through Pallet Racking
Drive-in, Drive-through systems provides maximum storage capacity
using the minimum amount of space. It is particularly suited to store
very large quantities of homogeneous product.
Drive In or Double Access Systems consists of continuous lanes of
racking with only a single load and retrieval aisle. Loading and unloading
is undertaken by means of counter balance or reach trucks that drive
down each lane into the racks. Drive In racking operates on the basis
First-in Last-out [FILO], therefore it only suits product, which is stored in
sufficient volume to require multiple lanes
to ensure stock rotation.
When operating Drive-Through
racking, access aisle are
positioned on either face
of the Drive Block.
Drive-Through racking
offers the advantage that
picking and replenishment
can
take
place
independently of each
other, allowing First-in
First-out
[FIFO]
principals to be
operated.

PT. Megasurya Mas, Indonesia

Double Deep Pallet Racking
A derivative to the Selective pallet racking, the Double Deep system
requires the use of a specialist reach truck or an attachment fitted to
reach truck. Whilst achieving increases in capacity of up to 30% above
the former, only 50% of the pallets are immediately accessible.
This system however provides an excellent method of increasing
warehouse capacity or when alternative systems such as the Drive-In
which require high numbers of homogenous pallet types, are not
possible.

Brother International, Australia

Pallet Live Storage
Working on the principle of “parts to the picker”, the Live Storage system
provides excellent volume utilization on First-in First-Out (FIFO) principle.
Speed reduction units control the speed of pallets, and prevent line
build up and pressure, automatic offload separation gates and entr y
guides ensure ease of operation. As each lane can be used to store
different commodities, more picking faces are available than with
Drive-in.
Standard Euro designed pallets
can be used on full width
rollers. For non-standard
pallet sizes, either
high-density roller
or multi track
systems can be
provided.

Bom Bom Food, Singapore

Mobile Pallet Racking
Mobile Pallet Racking can increase storage capacity by over 100% over
the conventional static racks without loss of selectivity. The Mobile Pallet
Racking system comprises of individual racks mounted on mobile bases.
These bases are power driven, and can be controlled using hand held
remote controls. Using low maintenance electric motors, the mobile
bases run on the rails accurately in-laid into the floor. These bases are
capable of supporting rack lengths in excess of 45m and weights up
to 500 tons.

Gold Cold, Malaysia

Schaefer Orbiter System (SOS)
Setting new standards for satellite solutions, the Schaefer Orbiter
System (SOS) uses a new concept for storage and transporting the unit
consisting of the satellite with docking station. It is designed for high
density storage solutions with no special handling equipment needed
and can considerably increase the efficiency, performance and the safety
operation of the satellite storage concept.
Some of the unique features are as follow:
Re-charging
Compared to the traditional battery operated systems, the introduction
of the innovative power supply solution is completely unique as it
ensures that the Orbiter recharged every time it enters the docking
station.
Radio Frequency Remote Control
The impressive hand remote is easy and clear to operate as well as
being robust for daily use. Logical and clear icons enable simple and fast
operation of the system.
Docking Station
Independent Docking Station provides safe transportation of the
Orbiter using a fast yet simple visual identification of which channel the
Orbiter is operational with hazard warning light and status display. Also
prevents unauthorised entry into the aisle.
Electrification
The rack face is designed with a robust, secure electric contact block,
that transfers power to the docking station used. The contacts are fully
all-insulated.

Automated Storage & Retrieval System (AS/RS)
Fully automated warehouse and materials management system allows for
accurate and timely inventory information and provide JIT delivery of raw
materials and components from the suppliers to its production
lines. It integrates the processes relating to receiving and stocking in.
The pallet storage system is based on the transfer of pallets via pallet
conveyors and transfer carriages to the pallet racking ser viced by
Storage and Retrieval Machines.
The pallet racking storage system is designed
specifically for use with automated storage
systems serviced by SR machine. The
racks are installed to the stringent
standards of Federation of
European Manufacturers
(FEM).
Whether it is cars, potato
chips,
pallets
of
chemicals, nuts and bolts,
leather goods or paper
rolls, the system can be
designed to suit any
type of products.

Paperland, Malaysia

Other Options
Pick Module

Multi-Tier

Push Back

SDV Logistics, Singapore

PT Hero, Indonesia

Tesco Lotus, Thailand

Steel Decking Panels

Mesh Decking

Galvanised dipped steel decking panel

Pallet Rack / KDR

Sprinkler

Sprinkler heads may be located within the racking, or in the gap between 2 sides of double
faced rackings
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